Following the analogy with group theory, we define the Wielandt subalgebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra to be the intersection of the normalisers of the subnormal subalgebras. In a non-zero algebra,this is a non-zero ideal if the ground field has characteristic 0 or if the derived algebra is nilpotent, allowing the definition of the Wielandt series. For a Lie algebra with nilpotent derived algebra, we obtain a bound for the derived length in terms of the Wielandt length and show this bound to be best possible. We also characterise the Lie algebras with nilpotent derived algebra and Wielandt length 2.
Introduction
The Wielandt subgroup of a group G, denoted by !.G/, is the intersection of the normalisers of all the subnormal subgroups of G. An automorphism of G permutes the subnormal subgroups, so leaves !.G/ fixed. Thus !.G/ is a characteristic subgroup of G.
The Wielandt subgroup was first studied by Wielandt [16] in 1958. He proved that, if G is a non-trivial finite group, then !.G/ is non-trivial. This makes it possible to define the Wielandt series by ! 1 .G/ = !.G/ and ! i +1 .G/=! i .G/ = !.G=! i .G// for i ≥ 1. For a finite group G, there is some n such that ! n .G/ = G. The least such n is called the Wielandt length of G.
There have been a number of investigations of the structure of groups with respect to the Wielandt series (see [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). In [4] , Bryce and Cossey show that a finite soluble group of Wielandt length n has derived length at most 5n=3 + 1.
The first author made his contribution to this paper while an Honorary Associate of the School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Sydney. c 2003 Australian Mathematical Society 1446-8107/03 $A2:00 + 0:00 314 Donald W. Barnes and Daniel Groves [2] There is a tradition of investigating analogies between group theory and the theory of Lie algebras. There are myriad correspondences between these two fields. In this paper, we develop a theory of the Wielandt series for a finite-dimensional Lie algebra L with nilpotent derived algebra, analogous to the above cited theory for finite groups. As we shall see (Example 5.4 and Example 7.2 below), the restriction L nilpotent is needed. In non-zero characteristic, solubility is not enough.
Preliminaries
Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the field F. The Wielandt subalgebra !.L/ of L is the intersection of the normalisers of the subnormal subalgebras of L. The Wielandt series of L is defined by ! i +1 .L/=! i .L/ = !.L=! i .L// and the Wielandt length of L is the length of this series. This definition of ! i +1 .L/, to be meaningful, needs the preceding terms to be ideals. For the definition of the Wielandt length to be meaningful, we need the series to reach L, that is, we need !.L/ = 0 whenever L = 0. As we shall see in Section 3, these always hold if the field F has characteristic 0. In Section 5, we show that they also hold for algebras L whose derived algebra L is nilpotent. We shall make frequent reference to Lie algebras with nilpotent derived algebra, so it is convenient to have a term for them. We adopt the terminology used by Strade and Farnsteiner [14] . DEFINITION 2.1. A Lie algebra L is called completely soluble if its derived algebra L is nilpotent.
All finite-dimensional soluble Lie algebras over a field of characteristic 0 are completely soluble. (For example, see Jacobson [11, page 51] .) Thus our results on completely soluble Lie algebras apply to all finite-dimensional soluble Lie algebras over fields of characteristic 0.
All vector spaces and algebras considered in this paper are assumed to be finitedimensional over a field which we denote by F. For any Lie algebra L, we denote by L r the terms of the descending central series of L, defined by
. We denote by L ∞ the intersection of the L r and the centre of L by .L/. We denote by ad u the adjoint derivation of L given by u ∈ L, defined by ad u .x/ = [u; x] for all x ∈ L. We denote the subspace spanned by a set U by U . We write
We denote the normaliser of U in L by AE L .U / and the centraliser by L .U /. For any subset U ⊆ L, we denote by U L the normal closure of U in L, that is, the smallest ideal of L which contains U . We denote the subnormal closure by U s L .
[3]
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We define inductively the series of subalgebras
for all sufficiently large i . We will find it convenient to have another description of U s L when U = {u} has only one element. Let X be the free Lie algebra over F on the generators x; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : . We shall regard X as a set of Lie polynomials in the variables x; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : . Put X i = X ∩ x X;i . Thus X 1 is spanned by all products with at least one factor x and X 2 is spanned by certain of the products with 2 factors x.
For any Lie algebra L and u; a 1 ; : : : ∈ L, we have the substitution homomorphism X → L in which x → u and x i → a i for all i . This maps each polynomial in X i into L ∩u L ;i . We denote by X i .u; L/ the space spanned by all the elements so obtained from all possible choices of the a i . Clearly,
The special case of characteristic 0
When the field F has characteristic 0, we have available Tuck's Theorem [15] .
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 0, and let G be the group of all automorphisms of L. If H is a subalgebra of L which is invariant under G, then H is a characteristic ideal of L.
Tuck's Theorem is important since it means that any 'natural' subalgebra will be a characteristic ideal, and in particular, !.L/ is a characteristic ideal. We shall also use the fundamental result of Schenkman [12] 
L.
We now show that the theory of the Wielandt series in characteristic 0 essentially reduces to that for soluble algebras. We denote the (soluble) radical of L by R.L/.
Conversely, any x which normalises both U 1 := S + R 1 and R 0 also normalises U . Defining R i +1 = [U i ; R i ] and U i +1 = S + R i +1 , we see that any x which normalises U i and all the R i also normalises U . However, for some n, we have [U n ; R n ] = R n [4] and .U n / ∞ = U n . Therefore U n L and any element x ∈ L which normalises all the R i also normalises U . Thus any element x ∈ L which normalises every subnormal subalgebra of R also normalises every subnormal subalgebra of L.
In [10] 
Subnormal subalgebras in characteristic p
In [12] , Schenkman also proved that, if char F = 0 and if A; B L, then their join A ∪ B L. His proof depends on two special features of Lie algebras in characteristic 0, namely that if R = R.L/, then L=R is a direct sum of simple algebras and that R is nilpotent. In non-zero charactistic, his proof works if we restrict ourselves to completely soluble Lie algebras. We begin with a useful result which is implicit in Schenkman's proof. PROOF. Since U L, U acts nilpotently on the U -module L=U . As U is nilpotent, it acts nilpotently on U , and so on L. It follows that every chief factor of U + N is central, so U +N is nilpotent. But N ≥ L , so U +N L and therefore U +N ≤ N . 
Some basic properties of the Wielandt subalgebra
In this section, we establish some basic properties of the Wielandt subalgebra !.L/ of a completely soluble Lie algebra L. 
PROOF. If w ∈ !.N / and N is non-abelian, then w ∈ .N / by Theorem 5.1.
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose L is completely soluble and let
A be a minimal ideal of L. Then A ≤ !.L/. PROOF. Since A is a minimal ideal, either A ∩ L = A or A ∩ L = 0. If A ∩ L = 0, then for all x ∈ L and a ∈ A, we have [x; a] ∈ A ∩ L = 0 so a ∈ .L/ ≤ !.L/. Suppose A ≤ L . Let U L. We show that A ≤ AE L .U /. This holds if U L, so suppose U is not an ideal. There exists a maximal ideal M > U . But M ≥ L . Hence U + L is a proper ideal of L. Since L is nilpotent, A ≤ .
L / and we can consider
A as an irreducible module for the abelian algebra
The condition that L is completely soluble is needed in Lemma 5.3. 
By Theorem 5.1, for each w ∈ !.L/, we have ½.w/ ∈ F such that [w; u] = ½.w/u for every element u which lies in some nilpotent subnormal subalgebra. This is clearly a linear map ½ : !.L/ → F.
We shall have occasion later to consider the algebra direct sum L ⊕ A of L, assumed completely soluble, with an abelian algebra A. Since clearly A normalises every subnormal subalgebra of L, it is tempting to expect 
Now suppose !.L/ is non-abelian. Then !.A/ and, by symmetry, !.B/ are non- 
Non-abelian Wielandt subalgebras
In this section, we determine the structure of completely soluble Lie algebras L with !.L/ non-abelian. 
For any v ∈ V , the map
∈ V which is abelian. Let w be the element of the coset w + L which lies in A. Then w = w + v 0 for some v 0 ∈ V . Since w = Þ v0 .w/, w ∈ !.L/ and we may replace w with w . Thus we obtain w ∈ A with the required properties. 
Since for all ¼ ∈ F, ¼w − c acts invertibly on V ,c has no eigenvalues in F.
Normality of the Wielandt subalgebra
We are now in a position to prove the main result about the Wielandt subalgebra. [9] The Wielandt subalgebra of a Lie algebra 321
PROOF. By Theorem 6.2, we may suppose !.L/ ≤ .N /. We then have
We consider subnormal subalgebras U . If U is not nilpotent, then there exists an ideal
If U is nilpotent, then U ≤ N by Lemma 4.1, and we have
The following example shows that the condition that L is completely soluble cannot be omitted from Theorem 7.1. 
PROOF. We determine the subnormal subalgebras U which are not ideals. Any such U is contained in some maximal ideal which must contain L . But L = b; c; V is a maximal ideal, so U ≤ L and so U ≤ M for some maximal ideal M of L . As L = V , M = ½b −¼c; V for some ½; ¼ ∈ F. If ½ = 0 or ¼ = 0, then M = V and it follows that U ≤ V . If ½ = 0, we may take it to be 1. Then we have [b−¼c; 
PROOF. We have N = y; v 0 ; : : 
Wielandt and derived lengths
A T -algebra is a Lie algebra in which the relation of normality is transitive, thus an algebra in which every subideal is an ideal, or in the terminology we have introduced, an algebra of Wielandt length 1. We require the following theorem of Stewart [13] giving the structure of such algebras:
. L is a soluble T -algebra if and only if L is either abelian or the split extension of an abelian algebra by its algebra of scalar linear transformations.
PROOF. Let L be a soluble T -algebra. We use induction over dim.L/. Since L is soluble, there exists a 1-dimensional subnormal subalgebra A of L. Since L is a T -algebra, A L. As L=A is also a T -algebra, by induction, we have that any ideal of L=A of codimension 1 is abelian. Now consider A as an L-module. Then L= L .A/ has dimension at most 1 and it follows that there exists
and L is abelian.
If ½ = 0, then N is abelian by Theorem 5.1 and L has the asserted structure. Conversely, suppose L is the split extension of an abelian algebra A by its algebra of scalar linear transformations. Then A = L and has codimension 1. Thus A is the only maximal ideal of L, so every proper subideal is a subalgebra of A. Clearly, every subspace of A is an ideal of L. Thus L is a T -algebra.
If L is completely soluble, !.L/ L and so every subideal of !.L/ is also a subideal of L, so normalised by !.L/. Thus !.L/ is a T -algebra. By Theorem 8.1, N .!.L// is either equal to !.L/ or is an abelian ideal of it of codimension 1. In either case, it is a characteristic ideal of !.L/ and so is an ideal of L.
LEMMA 8.3. If L is completely soluble and has Wielandt length k, then L has class at most k.
PROOF. If k = 1, then L is a T -algebra and L is abelian. Suppose k > 1. L=!.L/ has Wielandt length k − 1, so using induction over k, we may suppose .L=!.L// has class at most k − 1. Thus .L / k ≤ !.L/. Now using Lemma 8.2, we have 
We now show that this bound is best possible. To do this, we first consider some nilpotent algebras with some special structure.
Let N be a positively graded finite-dimensional Lie algebra over the field F. PROOF. We take L the algebra constructed as above from the minicentral graded nilpotent algebra N of class k. From Lemma 8.6, it follows that ! k−1 .L/ = N * 2 . As clearly !.L=N * 2 / = L=N * 2 , the Wielandt length of L is k. The derived length of N is l, so the derived length of L is l + 1.
Lie algebras with Wielandt length 2
In this section, we describe the structure of the completely soluble Lie algebras which have Wielandt length precisely 2. We divide them into three cases according to which, if any, of !.L/ and L=!.L/ are non-abelian, both non-abelian being excluded by Theorem 6.2. We have already given the structure for the case !.L/ non-abelian in Theorem 6.2. We now consider the cases in which !.L/ is abelian. Some are obtained as direct sums L = M ⊕ A where !.M/ is non-abelian and A is an abelian algebra. The structure of these follows from Theorem 6.2. If L is an algebra with !.L/ abelian and A is abelian, then !.
Thus we need only consider algebras L which have no non-trivial abelian direct summand. ( 
, where x and .x − 1/ do not divide g.x/, be the minimum polynomial of the linear map þ : We thus obtain A 1 = .1 + Þ/A and ¼ 1 : We now prove r
We now clearly have
In the above, we still have some freedom of choice for the subspace A and the corresponding map ¼ : A → W 1 . For any linear map Þ : A → W 1 , the subspace A 1 = .1 + Þ/A also satisfies our requirements with ¼ replaced by 
Any Lie algebra L with the structure described has Wielandt length 2 and L=!.L/ non-abelian. Indeed, given the above data, we can construct a Lie algebra, uniquely determined by the data, which has those properties. 
Thus W = !.L/. As L=W has the abelian ideal A + W=W of codimension 1 with b + W acting as the identity, L=W is non-abelian of Wielandt length 1. Finally, as
.L/ = 0, L has no non-trivial abelian direct summand.
The situation in characteristic 2 is a little different. As in the case char F = 2, given the spaces and maps as above, we can construct a Lie algebra with the required properties. We leave the details to the reader.
We now consider algebras L with both !.L/ and L=!.L/ abelian. 
Lie algebras with Wielandt length > 2
We have seen (Theorem 6.2) that in the Wielandt series
only the last L=! n−1 .L/ or second last ! n−1 .L/=! n−2 .L/, but not both, of the quotients ! i .L/=! i −1 .L/ can be non-abelian. By Theorem 6.2, the second last non-abelian can only occur if the field F is not algebraically closed. In proving Theorem 8.7, we showed that we can have an arbitrarily long Wielandt series with non-abelian final quotient. We now show that we can have arbitrarily long Wielandt series with nonabelian penultimate quotient.
If S is the free Lie algebra generated by x 1 ; : : : ; x k , then S is positively graded with S i the space spanned by the products of i factors. Any linear transformation Þ 1 : S 1 → S 1 has a unique extension to a derivation Þ : S → S of degree 0. We may form the quotient by the ideal i >n S i to form the free nilpotent algebra N of class n which inherits the derivation Þ. We use this to produce our example. Put N * r = i ≥r N r . 
